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Rip Van Winkle and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Sep 19 2019
Figures of Buddhist Modernity in Asia Dec 03 2020 This book introduces contemporary Buddhists from across Asia and from various walks of
life. Eschewing traditional hagiographies, the editors have collected sixty-six profiles of individuals who would be excluded from most Buddhist
histories and ethnographies. In addition to monks and nuns, readers will encounter artists, psychologists, social workers, part-time priests, healers,
and librarians as well as charlatans, hucksters, profiteers, and rabble-rousers--all whose lives reflect changes in modern Buddhism even as they
themselves shape the course of these changes. The editors and contributors are fundamentally concerned with how individual Buddhists make
meaning and display this understanding to others. Some practitioners profiled look to the past, lamenting the transformations Buddhism has
undergone in recent times, while others embrace these. Some have adopted a "new asceticism," while others are eager to explore different
religious traditions as they think about their own ways of being Buddhist. Arranging the profiles according to these themes--looking backward,
forward, inward, and outward--reveals the value of studying individual Buddhists and their idiosyncratic religious backgrounds and attitudes, thus
highlighting the diversity of approaches to the practice and study of Buddhism in Asia today. Students and teachers will welcome sections on
further readings and additional tables of contents that organize the profiles thematically, as well as by tradition (Theravada, Mahayana,
Vajrayana), region, and country.
The Man of a Thousand Eyes Nov 02 2020 The Man of a Thousand Eyes is a cosmic horror book that explores the idea that we are not only far
from alone in the universe, but that we should wish we were. Local children uncover the terrifying truth behind a haunted house in town, and
realize that the horror is far further reaching than anyone ever suspected. Their youths are all shaped by one horrifying night, and the rest of their
lives are changed forever by the lingering touch of Booker House. This novel has a very character driven plot, where those entangled in world
spanning events are as important as the events themselves. Supernatural events, magic, action, violence, romance, seduction... all of these
elements make repeated appearances. If you appreciate a familiar world having hidden and distorted elements that are both fantastical and
terrifying, you'll find the journey to discovering the identity of the Man with a Thousand Eyes a gripping one. The bond forged between Danielle
and the two orphan boys from her town, Allen and Jeremy, is one they believe can withstand any challenge. And as fate so often does, it tests that
belief to the utmost. Step inside Booker House, and see if you have what it takes to get back out.
The Alloy of Law Mar 26 2020 The Mistborn trilogy has become a firm favourite with fantasy fans the world over. The imagination that
Sanderson brought to the series and his skill at marshalling epic storylines and dramatic action, his ability to create vivid characters made him a
natural choice to complete Robert Jordan's epic wheel of time sequence. But with Mistborn, his standalone fantasies and his new series, The
Stormlight Archive, Sanderson has shown his bountiful talents in his own fiction. Now he returns to the series that made his name with a new
story set years after the events of Hero of Ages. In a world recovering only slowly from evil, a world where allomancers wield immense power
through their ability to unleash the magic bound up in common metals someone who can burn metals that no-one has burned before can tip the
balance... Sanderson has the knack of giving the epic fantasy reader exactly what they want. This ability has thrown him to the forefront of the
genre and the dramatic story within The Alloy of Law shows off this skill to its very best.
The Thousand Eyes Oct 25 2022 Brilliant, bold and thrilling, The Thousand Eyes by A. K. Larkwood is the epic fantasy sequel to The Unspoken
Name. Could you sacrifice your dreams to escape a nightmare? Csorwe, Shuthmili and Tal survey abandoned Echentyr worlds to make a living.
The empire’s ruins seem harmless but fascinating. Yet disaster strikes when they stumble upon ancient magic during a routine expedition. This
revives a warrior who’d slept for an age, reigniting a conflict thousands of years old. And the soldier binds Csorwe to her cause. Shuthmili is
desperate to protect the woman she loves. However, as events escalate, she’s torn. Can she help Csorwe by clinging to her own humanity or by
embracing her eldritch powers? Tal heads home, but his peace is shattered when a magical catastrophe hits his city. The wizard Sethennai is
missing and Tal can’t face seeking his former lover to ask for help. So, he flees – but there’s no escaping the future. For throughout the Echo
Maze’s linked worlds, fragments of an undead goddess are waking. Soon all must choose a side. Praise for The Unspoken Name: ‘An outstanding
debut . . . unlike anything I’ve read before’ – Nicholas Eames ‘Richly detailed, enthralling and extraordinary’ – Jenn Lyons ‘Stylish, classy and
timeless . . . I cannot recommend it enough’ – Tamsyn Muir ‘An adventure I couldn’t put down’ – S. A. Chakraborty
A Thousand Pieces of You Jun 28 2020 Cloud Atlas meets Orphan Black in this epic dimension-bending trilogy by New York Times bestselling
author Claudia Gray about a girl who must chase her father's killer through multiple dimensions. Marguerite Caine's physicist parents are known
for their groundbreaking achievements. Their most astonishing invention, called the Firebird, allows users to jump into multiple universes—and
promises to revolutionize science forever. But then Marguerite's father is murdered, and the killer—her parent's handsome, enigmatic assistant
Paul— escapes into another dimension before the law can touch him. Marguerite refuses to let the man who destroyed her family go free. So she
races after Paul through different universes, always leaping into another version of herself. But she also meets alternate versions of the people she

knows—including Paul, whose life entangles with hers in increasingly familiar ways. Before long she begins to question Paul's guilt—as well as
her own heart. And soon she discovers the truth behind her father's death is far more sinister than she expected. A Thousand Pieces of You
explores an amazingly intricate multi-universe where fate is unavoidable, the truth elusive, and love the greatest mystery of all.
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES & OT Jan 24 2020 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as
possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Thousand-armed Avalokite?vara Feb 05 2021 A Fundamental Work Based On Original Sanskrit, Chinese, Korean, Japanese, The Lost
Iranian Language Sogdian And Tibetan Works-On The Origin Of Avalokitesvara. It Indentifies The Several Prevalent Folk-Deities Which Were
Assimilated Into The Iconographical Form. The Worship Of Avalokitesvara Was Accompanied By A Dharani (Recited Hymn). This Work
Describes Five Versions Of Thedharani. The Dharani Is An Essential Part Of The Zen Repertoire Of Sutras. It Was Transliterated Into Chinese
Eight Times Over A Span Of Eight Enturies: From The 7 Th To The 14 Th Century. The Present Edition Is Not Only A Reconstruction Of The
Original Sanskrit Text Of The Hymn, But A Detailed Study With The Texts Of Bhagavad-Dharma Amoghavajra, Vajrabodhi And Chih-T Ung In
Chinese Characters. The Korean, Sogdian, And Tibetan Texts Are Also Given In Their Indigenous Scripts. Siddham Manuscripts From Korea
And Japan Have Been Done In Facsimile. Popular Iconic Vocabulary Becomes The Essence Of Ever-Renewing Theogony. From An Attendant
Acolyte Of Amitabha In The Sukhavativyuha, Avalokita Gained Independence As A Separate Deity In His Own Right. The System Of
Iconographic Classification Of 33 Types, With Their Symbols, Bijas And Mudras Presents A New Model For Buddhist Iconographic Studies.
The Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Tibetan And Sogdian Transliterations Of Sanskrit Hymns To The Thousand-Eyed, Thousand-Armed
Avalokitesvara Have The Attributes Of Hari And Hara And Have The Faces Of Narasimha And Varaha. In Reconstructing These Versions It
Became Imperative That Sanskrit Texts Bearing On Harihara Be Consulted And The Iconography Of Harihara Be Analysed With Precision. The
36 Orphological Types Of Harihara Have Been Defined In A Succinct Manner On The Principles Of Icono-Taxonomy. A Novel Departure In
The Study Of The History Of Art. Comparison Has Resulted In The Discovery Of The Mythogenesis Of Primal Arya Avalokitesvara, As Well As
His Form With A Thousand Arms, With A Thousand Eyes On Each Of The Thousand Palms. The Emergence Of The Thousand Armed
Avalokitesvara Is Linked With The Interiorisation Of Isvara-Siva Into Avalokita As Visvarupa. Amoghavajra S Version Indicates The
Connection Of The Thousand-Armed Thousand-Eyed Avalokitesvara With The Security Of The State. New New Readings Of The Dharant That
Emerge Out Of Comparative Exegesis Are Refreshing Like The Ozone-Laden Morning Air, With A Distinct Character, With Poetic Profundity
And Devotional Fervour. While This Volume Resurrects The Dharani, It Traces The Very Origins Of The First Avalokita-Svara, And The
Continuous And Perplexing Processes Of Assimilation That Travel Into A Phantasmagoria Of Universes. Avalokita Becomes A Wave Of Many
Waves.
Little Eyes May 28 2020 LONGLISTED FOR THE 2020 MAN BOOKER INTERNATIONAL PRIZE A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE
BOOK OF THE YEAR "Her most unsettling work yet — and her most realistic." --New York Times Named a Best Book of the Year by The
New York Times, O, The Oprah Magazine, NPR, Vulture, Bustle, Refinery29, and Thrillist A visionary novel about our interconnected present,
about the collision of horror and humanity, from a master of the spine-tingling tale. They've infiltrated homes in Hong Kong, shops in Vancouver,
the streets of in Sierra Leone, town squares in Oaxaca, schools in Tel Aviv, bedrooms in Indiana. They're everywhere. They're here. They're us.
They're not pets, or ghosts, or robots. They're real people, but how can a person living in Berlin walk freely through the living room of someone
in Sydney? How can someone in Bangkok have breakfast with your children in Buenos Aires, without your knowing? Especially when these
people are completely anonymous, unknown, unfindable. The characters in Samanta Schweblin's brilliant new novel, Little Eyes, reveal the
beauty of connection between far-flung souls—but yet they also expose the ugly side of our increasingly linked world. Trusting strangers can lead
to unexpected love, playful encounters, and marvelous adventure, but what happens when it can also pave the way for unimaginable terror? This
is a story that is already happening; it's familiar and unsettling because it's our present and we're living it, we just don't know it yet. In this
prophecy of a story, Schweblin creates a dark and complex world that's somehow so sensible, so recognizable, that once it's entered, no one can
ever leave.
THE NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES Jul 30 2020 “The Night Has A Thousand Eyes” is the first book of a sequel about the coming of age of
the main character Tyler Morgan from his humble beginnings in Bedford/Stuyvesant and Brownsville in Brooklyn, New York. To his ascent from
the bowels of the “Under Belly” world of crime to his amazing success on Broadway and the World. There are many twists and turns Tyler
Morgan encounters on this journey but he always seems to be able, as was his younger brother Tony, to land on his feet, just like a cat in the
night. Starting, ending and reinventing his life as he makes his journey to reach the goals he truly believes he is capable of achieving. He uses as
his living mantras the old sayings “It aint over ‘til the Fat Lady Sings” and “When in life you are given lemons. Make LEMONADE!!!”
A Thousand Splendid Suns May 08 2021 Mariam is only fifteen when she is sent to Kabul to marry Rasheed. Nearly two decades later, a
friendship grows between Mariam and a local teenager, Laila, as strong as the ties between mother and daughter. When the Taliban take over, life
becomes a desperate struggle against starvation, brutality and fear. Yet love can move a person to act in unexpected ways, and lead them to
overcome the most daunting obstacles with a startling heroism.
One Thousand Eyes Oct 13 2021
A Thousand Eyes Sep 12 2021 "Since the early twentieth century, contemporary art and art theory have creatively challenged the status of
representation. [...] To an increasing extent the law is present on screen, and the photographs, video documents, audio recordings used as evidence
are not entirely distinct from their correlates in contemporary art, cinema and mass media."--Back cover.
A Thousand Nights Aug 31 2020 He killed three hundred girls before he came to my village, looking for a wife. When a powerful and dangerous
king arrives in the desert to take one of the village girls as his next wife, one girl will stop at nothing to save the life of her sister - even if it means
sacrificing herself. At his palace she is sure death awaits. But the king's fascination with her keeps her alive night after night, as the tales she
weaves for him create a strange magic between them and her words come to life before her eyes. As her stories become more intricate and
beautiful, her magic becomes more powerful, but will it be enough to save her?
A Thousand Eyes Jul 10 2021 "... with the smell and smoke and taste still harsh in his nostrils, eyes and throat, he needed to warn others, not just
his own kind but all other non-humans. Death was in the air." When Todd Wendt, recovering from the tragic death of his wife, is sent to oversee
operations at a regional cement plant in Colorado, news reaches him of a series of vicious animal attacks. Over time, it becomes clear that the
attacks taking place in this small mountain town are far from random: Todd, and his company are being targeted...
The Night Has a Thousand Eyes and Other Poems Jan 16 2022
Nietzsche's Great Politics Mar 06 2021 "A superb case of deep intellectual renewal and the most important book to have been written about

[Nietzsche] in the past few years."—Gavin Jacobson, New Statesman Nietzsche's impact on the world of culture, philosophy, and the arts is
uncontested, but his political thought remains mired in controversy. By placing Nietzsche back in his late-nineteenth-century German context,
Nietzsche's Great Politics moves away from the disputes surrounding Nietzsche's appropriation by the Nazis and challenges the use of the
philosopher in postmodern democratic thought. Rather than starting with contemporary democratic theory or continental philosophy, Hugo
Drochon argues that Nietzsche's political ideas must first be understood in light of Bismarck's policies, in particular his "Great Politics," which
transformed the international politics of the late nineteenth century. Nietzsche's Great Politics shows how Nietzsche made Bismarck's notion his
own, enabling him to offer a vision of a unified European political order that was to serve as a counterbalance to both Britain and Russia. This
order was to be led by a "good European" cultural elite whose goal would be to encourage the rebirth of Greek high culture. In relocating
Nietzsche's politics to their own time, the book offers not only a novel reading of the philosopher but also a more accurate picture of why his
political thought remains so relevant today.
Revelation Jul 18 2019 The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions,
grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
Land of a Thousand Eyes Sep 24 2022 A trio of colourfully dressed women tottered and teetered delicately through the water, holding hands,
laughing. They were jewels in a sea of shit, standing out against the muddied monochrome of the monsoon's detritus, and they represented the
admirable qualities of the Myanmar that I had come to love: the ability not only to make do, but to giggle and pursue life with joie de vivre,
despite the deprivations dished out by the elements or by the military masters.' As a former rock magazine editor, editor of Australian Playboy,
creator of Nation Review's cult hero JJ McRoach, official Australian minder' to Dr Hunter S Thompson and leader of the Australian Marijuana
Party, Peter Olszewski has lived an interesting and varied life. But all this seemed ordinary compared to the year or so he spent in Yangon
training journalists for the main English-language newspaper, the Myanmar Times. Myanmar is a country known mostly for its repressive
military regime, so the exciting and vivid world he found there was not the one he expected. He fell in love with the country, the people and one
woman in particular. Land of a Thousand Eyes is a rare glimpse into one of the world's most secretive and isolated countries.
The Thousand Eyes: The Serpent Gates Book 2 Jul 22 2022 Brilliant, bold and thrilling, The Thousand Eyes by A. K. Larkwood is the epic
fantasy sequel to The Unspoken Name. Could you sacrifice your dreams to escape a nightmare? Csorwe, Shuthmili and Tal survey abandoned
Echentyr worlds to make a living. The empire’s ruins seem harmless but fascinating. Yet disaster strikes when they stumble upon ancient magic
during a routine expedition. This revives a warrior who’d slept for an age, reigniting a conflict thousands of years old. And the soldier binds
Csorwe to her cause. Shuthmili is desperate to protect the woman she loves. However, as events escalate, she’s torn. Can she help Csorwe by
clinging to her own humanity or by embracing her eldritch powers? Tal heads home, but his peace is shattered when a magical catastrophe hits his
city. The wizard Sethennai is missing and Tal can’t face seeking his former lover to ask for help. So, he flees – but there’s no escaping the future.
For throughout the Echo Maze’s linked worlds, fragments of an undead goddess are waking. Soon all must choose a side. Praise for The
Unspoken Name: ‘An outstanding debut . . . unlike anything I’ve read before’ – Nicholas Eames ‘Richly detailed, enthralling and extraordinary’ –
Jenn Lyons ‘Stylish, classy and timeless . . . I cannot recommend it enough’ – Tamsyn Muir ‘An adventure I couldn’t put down’ – S. A.
Chakraborty
The Book of a Thousand Eyes Apr 19 2022 Written over the course of two decades, The Book of a Thousand Eyes was begun as an homage to
Scheherazade, the heroine of The Arabian Nights who, through her nightly tale-telling, saved her culture and her own life by teaching a powerful
and murderous ruler to abandon cruelty in favor of wisdom and benevolence. Hejinian's book is a compendium of "night works"--lullabies,
bedtime stories, insomniac lyrics, nonsensical mumblings, fairy tales, attempts to understand at day's end some of the day's events, dream
narratives, erotic or occasionally bawdy ditties, etc. The poems explore and play with languages of diverse stages of consciousness and realms of
imagination. Though they may not be redemptive in effect, the diverse works that comprise The Book of a Thousand Eyes argue for the
possibilities of a merry, pained, celebratory, mournful, stubborn commitment to life.
The Girl with Ghost Eyes Nov 21 2019 It's the end of the nineteenth century in San Francisco's Chinatown, and ghost hunters from the Maoshan
traditions of Daoism keep malevolent spiritual forces at bay. Li-lin, the daughter of a renowned Daoshi exorcist, is a young widow burdened with
yin eyes-the unique ability to see the spirit world. Her spiritual visions and the death of her husband bring shame to Li-lin and her father-and
shame is not something this immigrant family can afford. When a sorcerer cripples her father, terrible plans are set in motion, and only Li-lin can
stop them. To aid her are her martial arts and a peachwood sword, her burning paper talismans, and a wisecracking spirit in the form of a human
eyeball tucked away in her pocket. Navigating the dangerous alleys and backrooms of a male-dominated Chinatown, Li-lin must confront evil
spirits, gangsters, and soulstealers before the sorcerer's ritual summons an ancient evil that could burn Chinatown to the ground.
The Hero with a Thousand Faces Aug 19 2019 Examines myths and folk tales from around the world in an attempt to understand the symbolism
of the hero as it appears in the mythologies and religions of mankind.
Ten Thousand Eyes Feb 23 2020 Story of the French resistance network that played a vital role in helping locate and map the German
fortifications along the Norman invasion coast, 1941-1944.
Ten Thousand Eyes Aug 11 2021
The Private Lives of the Tudors Oct 01 2020 'Borman approaches her topic with huge enthusiasm and a keen eye for entertaining...this is a very
human story of a remarkable family, full of vignettes that sit long in the mind.' Dan Jones, The Sunday Times 'Tracy Borman's eye for detail is
impressive; the book is packed with fascinating courtly minutiae... this is a wonderful book.' The Times 'Borman is an authoritative and engaging
writer, good at prising out those humanising details that make the past alive to us.' The Observer 'Fascinating, detailed account of the everyday
reality of the royals... This is a book of rich scholarship.' Daily Mail 'Tracy Borman's passion for the Tudor period shines forth from the pages of
this fascinatingly detailed book, which vividly illuminates what went on behind the scenes at the Tudor court.' Alison Weir 'I do not live in a
corner. A thousand eyes see all I do.' Elizabeth I The Tudor monarchs were constantly surrounded by an army of attendants, courtiers and
ministers. Even in their most private moments, they were accompanied by a servant specifically appointed for the task. A groom of the stool
would stand patiently by as Henry VIII performed his daily purges, and when Elizabeth I retired for the evening, one of her female servants
would sleep at the end of her bed. These attendants knew the truth behind the glamorous exterior. They saw the tears shed by Henry VII upon the
death of his son Arthur. They knew the tragic secret behind 'Bloody' Mary's phantom pregnancies. And they saw the 'crooked carcass' beneath
Elizabeth I's carefully applied makeup, gowns and accessories. It is the accounts of these eyewitnesses, as well as a rich array of other
contemporary sources that historian Tracy Borman has examined more closely than ever before. With new insights and discoveries, and in the
same way that she brilliantly illuminated the real Thomas Cromwell - The Private Life of the Tudors will reveal previously unexamined details
about the characters we think we know so well.
Bird of a Thousand Eyes Nov 14 2021 Janet E. Aalfs was the poet laureate of Northampton, Massachusetts from 2003 to 2005. Her work
weaves poetry and martial arts dance in performing, teaching, and social justice activism locally, nationally and internationally. Collections of her
poems are Reach (Perugia Press, 1999), Full Open (Orogeny Press, 1996), and Of Angels and Survivors (Two Herons Press, 1992).Thomas
Sayers Ellis, author of Skin Inc.: Identity Repair Poems (Graywolf Press, 2010), has this to say about Bird of a Thousand Eyes. "The author does

not tease or play games with the poetic toolbox. She is creatively honest, lyric and imagistic, and always gathering ideas and redefining the
corners of perception. There are many styles and poetic containers here, all governed by the integrity of various ways of breathingthese lines,
nearly, pluck themselves. It's hard to poetically combine wisdom and experience without sounding like the know-it-all master of simile and
metaphor, but Aalfs does so in stanzas that stay open long after they break or close."
The Beast with 1000 Eyes #3 Jan 04 2021 Funny and totally gross! Stella Min never gets scared. In fact, she?s pretty certain that she is the
bravest one in the Monster Squad. But lately she can?t shake the feeling that she?s being watched?all the time! Soon she?s seeing floating
eyeballs everywhere and quickly discovers it?s the Beast with 1000 Eyes. She knows she needs to stop it, but how do you kill a monster than can
blink you to death?
The Little Book of a Thousand Eyes Mar 18 2022
The Hero with a Thousand Eyes Apr 07 2021
Night Has a Thousand Eyes May 20 2022 A detective investigates a psychic’s deadly predictions in the iconic novel from “the supreme master of
suspense” that inspired the classic film (The New York Times Book Review). In Woolrich’s iconic tale, Detective Tom Shawn saves a lovely
young woman from a suicide attempt one night, and later hears her story. She is in despair because the death of her wealthy father has been
predicted by a confidence man seemingly gifted with the power of clairvoyance; a man whose predictions have unerringly aided her father in his
business many times before. Shawn and a squad of detectives investigate this dire prediction and try to avert the millionaire businessman from
meeting his ordained end at the stroke of midnight. One of Cornell Woolrich’s most influential novels, this classic noir tale of a man struggling
with his ability to see the future is arguably the author’s best in its depiction of a doomed vision of predestination.
She Walks for Days Inside a Thousand Eyes Apr 26 2020 "Proulx-Turner combines poetry and history to delve into the little-known lives of twospirit women. Regarded with both wonder and fear when first encountered by the West, First Nations women living with masculine and feminine
principles in the same body had important roles to play in society, as healers and visionaries, before they were suppressed during the colonial
invasion"--Publisher marketing.
The Thousand Eyes Of Night Dec 15 2021 The skeleton lay on its back. The jaws gaped and one arm lay across the chest as through flung there
to ward off a blow . . . The Tangle is a long, narrow stretch of derelict land, a wilderness of weeds and rubbish with an old railway tunnel
yawning blackly at one end. No-one - not even bullying Gary Deacon - dares venture far into its sooty darkness. But it is here that twelve-year-old
Tan and his friends make a grisly discovery - a discovery that is to plunge them into a terrifying adventure as the tunnel slowly unfolds its sinister
secret . . .
House of a Thousand Eyes Jun 09 2021 KILLING EVE meets THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD A Cold War spy’s deceits rise
through time to haunt his American son, in a dual narrative split between postwar Berlin and early twentieth century New York City. Past
becomes prologue as a father’s secret life and untimely death begin to make treacherous sense before delivering one final surprise. Skilled and
capable, Con Mathis works for the New York District Attorney’s office. He’s movie-star handsome, charming, well educated, haunted by his
expat German father’s suicide, and devoted to his mother Ruth and sister Sophie. Having completed an undercover assignment investigating the
Wall Street money laundering operation of a Russian kingpin, he unwinds at a Manhattan bar, drinks too much and meets Emmy, a compelling
German woman he thinks could be his soul mate. The next day, hungover and foggy, he realizes that he lost his keys and wallet at her place and
needs to go back, but he can’t remember exactly where she lives. By the time he finds her, the woman he felt so drawn to turns out to be unstable,
even dangerous. Far from a stranger, Emmy is a missive from his late father’s Cold War past. In meeting Emmy, Con’s search for meaning in his
father’s long ago suicide collides with his hidden life as a Stasi agent in Cold War Berlin. As the discoveries become more troubling, Con
launches an investigation that inadvertently puts his beloved American mother and sister at risk.
Norwegian Wood Oct 21 2019 A magnificent coming-of-age story steeped in nostalgia, Norwegian Wood blends the music, the mood, and the
ethos that were the sixties with a young man’s hopeless and heroic first love. Toru, a serious young college student in Tokyo, is devoted to
Naoko, a beautiful and introspective young woman, but their mutual passion is marked by the tragic death of their best friend years before. As
Naoko retreats further into her own world, Toru finds himself drawn to a fiercely independent and sexually liberated young woman. Stunning and
elegiac, Norwegian Wood first propelled Haruki Murakami into the forefront of the literary scene.
Innovera Yakov- The Journey of a Thousand Eyes Dec 23 2019 Innovera Yakov: The Journey of A Thousand Eyes takes you into a world of
excitement and danger where thoughts and feelings are overheard and minds can travel to other worlds. Be prepared to immerse yourself in a
world where falling in love could cost you your life and nothing is as it seems. Innovera Yakov: The Journey of A Thousand Eyes is the first book
in an action-packed fantasy drama series where characters with powers of healing and destruction live, love, compete and disappear without a
trace while they are being prepared for 'The Journey'.
The Unspoken Name Feb 17 2022 A. K. Larkwood's The Unspoken Name is a stunning debut fantasy about a young priestess sentenced to die,
who at the last minute escapes her fate; only to become an assassin for the wizard who saved her. What if you knew how and when you will die?
Csorwe does—she will climb the mountain, enter the Shrine of the Unspoken, and gain the most honored title: sacrifice. But on the day of her
foretold death, a powerful mage offers her a new fate. Leave with him, and live. Turn away from her destiny and her god to become a thief, a spy,
an assassin—the wizard's loyal sword. Topple an empire, and help him reclaim his seat of power. But Csorwe will soon learn—gods remember,
and if you live long enough, all debts come due. “In the vein of Le Guin's magnificent Tombs of Atuan—if Arha the Eaten One got to grow up to
be a swordswoman mercenary in thrall to her dubious wizard mentor. I love this book so much."—Arkady Martine, author of A Memory Called
Empire "I cannot recommend it enough." -- Tamsyn Muir, author of Gideon the Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Yogini with a Thousand Eyes Jun 16 2019 This will change how you look at everything! Shaped by her yogic practices, Annajoy carries on
an elegant meditative dance with the unremarkable trivial events occurring during her daily life in Amsterdam. Using imagination and reverie, she
discovers mysterious minidramas enacted by characters more cleverly disguised than revelers during Carnival. In her evolved consciousness,
Amsterdam becomes an art gallery, funhouse and more-than-human community, where meaning is a daily event, and oases of mood catapult her
into moments of ecstasy. Despite courageous efforts to share these mystical experiences, Annajoy tragically fails to inspire others to explore this
unsuspected dimension of daily life. Will her rationally-inclined husband hack deep enough into the mystery of trivial events to assist her? Could
her city help? Or must Annajoy live surrounded by people who see Amsterdam as a den of ordinary streets and canals, littered with meaningless
trivia gesturing in the wind? Here is a story of bold creation, imaginative genius and Spirit hiding beneath the humble disguises of the mundane. It
is a story of one woman crossing a spiritual frontier that offers a glimpse, not only of her and her city but, as in Escher's ball, an unusual view of
ourselves and the cities we live in.
The House of One Thousand Eyes Jun 21 2022 Who can Lena trust to help her find out the truth? Life in East Germany in the early 1980s is not
easy for most people, but for Lena, it’s particularly hard. After the death of her parents in a factory explosion and time spent in a psychiatric
hospital recovering from the trauma, she is sent to live with her stern aunt, a devoted member of the ruling Communist Party. Visits with her
beloved Uncle Erich, a best-selling author, are her only respite. But one night, her uncle disappears without a trace. Gone also are all his
belongings, his books, and even his birth records. Lena is desperate to know what happened to him, but it’s as if he never existed. The worst

thing, however, is that she cannot discuss her uncle or her attempts to find him with anyone, not even her best friends. There are government spies
everywhere. But Lena is unafraid and refuses to give up her search, regardless of the consequences. This searing novel about defiance, courage,
and determination takes readers into the chilling world of a society ruled by autocratic despots, where nothing is what it seems.
Night Has a Thousand Eyes Aug 23 2022
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